
 

  
 

The horror continues…

  

“Well, what are you doing here? Did you get lost? You don´t have to
be scared!” … but the sardonic laughter is a sinister omen! Friendly
clowns – usually making children´s hearts leap for joy – suddenly are
hideous grimaces. Each balloon becomes a threat and even the
sweetest candy floss has a bitter aftertaste. In the Valley of Death the
visitors definitely need nerves of steel. Zombies, killer clowns, chain
saw killers and other dark creatures realise immediately who is
frightened and take every opportunity to torment their victims.

 

After last year´s successful premiere, the Terenzi Horror Nights 2 at
Europa-Park offer even more creeps, spine-chillers and thrills with five
new attractions! The producers Marc Terenzi, US singer, and Michael
Mack, management Europa-Park, promise unforgettable evenings in
Germany´s biggest theme park and plenty of sleepless nights. “The Attic”
takes the guests into pitch-black darkness, inside the “Freak Factory”
unfortunate victims are chased by the “Hunter” and even children´s toys
are nightmarish tools in “Rosemarie´s Nightmare”. All those who can
escape from the cruel fools in the “Carnival of Fear” can try a step or two
with the undead in the haunted house “Black Wood Mansion”. The
Terenzi Horror Nights 2 offer spine-tingling thrills for every horror fan!

The Attic 
Maybe it would have been better not to accept the invitation of the friendly
old lady with the foul teeth. But now there is definitely no way out.
Pitch-black darkness surrounds the fearless. Suddenly a shrill outcry. A
cold wind blows inside the ruins. Or is it the cold breath of the undead,
approaching the victims? Every step becomes a nightmare in the Attic´s
narrow corridors. What´s behind the next corner? Will I even reach it?

Freak Factory
Inside the Freak Factory, paranoia suddenly has a whole different



 

  
 

meaning. All those who once catch sight of the “Hunter”, will run as fast
as they can to reach the exit of the run-down building. The clanging of
sharp knives makes the visitors shiver with fear even though the “Hunter”
is still at a safe distance. Pale light shimmers through broken windows,
spider webs cover old cases – the contents will never be revealed… A dark
secret is hidden inside the old factory - the visitors are paralysed with fear,
not able to move and escape from the “Hunter”. Rats are shrieking in
dark corners and the “Hunter” is fast approaching… And even the lucky
ones - the ones who were able to escape - will never forget the bloody
showdown!

Rosemarie´s Nightmare
Dolls, children´s toys and stuffed animals – here the visitors feel safe and
sheltered. But the cosy ambience is a deceptive trap, because during their
terrifying trip through this false children´s paradise, the visitors are
confronted with Rosemarie´s dark secrets. Little Rosi is up to mischief
inside the spooky ruins and every cute little teddy bear suddenly becomes
a diabolic threat. All those who dare to join this nightmarish trip have to
make sure that they can face the consequences…

Black Wood Mansion 
“What´s that knock behind me? Or is it just the pounding of my fearful
heart?” The cruel trip through the basement of Black Wood Mansion
makes it impossible for the visitors to think. Scenery after scenery reveals
pure horror – the slimy contents of anatomic exhibits suddenly are alive
and a couple of dancing creatures saved their last dance for a shocking
performance. The undead are gathering inside Black Wood Mansion and
the visitors soon realise that they are doomed!

Carnival of Fear
Funny clowns and cruel tricks – those who fall for the Carnival of Fear, will
soon be sucked into a nightmarish scenery of terror. What just seemed to
be a wonderful bouquet of flowers turns out to be the cruel setup of
frightening mimes and demonic harlequins. Once the nervous visitors
escape from the malicious whisper inside the Carnival of Fear, even more
terrifying mischief is waiting for them in the Valley of Death…

Terenzi Horror Nights 2 are staged at Europa-Park from 26 September
every Thursday, Friday and Saturday - every night from 26 October to 2



 

  
 

November, during Europa-Park´s Festival Week.

Time: 7.30 pm – 11 pm
Age restriction: recommended from 16 years on
no admittance for disguised visitors!

Ticket hotline +49 (0) 1805 / 7 88 99 7 (14 cent/min. from the German
landline network, prices for mobile and international calls may differ) or
onlinge on www.terenzihorrornights.com.

Prices: 

Thursdays (2 - 23 October)
Advance sale: 12.50 Euro, combined ticket 44.00 Euro*
Box office: 14.50 Euro, combined ticket 46.00 Euro*

Fridays, Saturdays & Festival Week
(No Terenzi Horror Nights on 31 October!)
Advance sale: 15.00 Euro, combined ticket 46.50 Euro*
Box office: 17.00 Euro, combined ticket 48.50 Euro*

(* including VAT & fees)
Further information on www.terenzihorrornights.com.
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